Our mission | To excel at the delivery of healthcare to our community.
Dear friends:

Quality and excellence have long been hallmarks of care at Huntington Memorial Hospital. We offer patients the best of both worlds: The personal touch of a community hospital, and the leading-edge technologies and capabilities of a world-class medical institution.

In the pages that follow, you will be introduced to some of the ways in which our hospital excelled in 2010. For example:

- We joined a select group of hospitals to receive approval of our application for Magnet® Recognition — certifying nursing excellence — on first submission. And in March 2011, we learned we had achieved Magnet recognition.
- We received an elite level of distinction from the American Heart Association/American Stroke Association for exceeding rigorous patient care guidelines.
- We further paved the way for transition to electronic health records as we provided physicians with additional 21st-century tools for coordinating high-quality patient care.
- In partnership with other local community organizations and in response to significant unmet local need, we created Pasadena Community Urgent Care.
- We went above and beyond in the provision of complementary services, community education and spiritual care, as part of our commitment to comprehensive, unmatched patient care.

Thank you for joining with us in our mission to excel at the delivery of healthcare to our community. The quality and excellence that regional patients count on would not be possible without your generous support and we are deeply grateful.

Stephen A. Ralph
President and CEO
From left, Stanley M. Kalter, MD, medical director, emergency services, and Robert T. Goldweber, MD, assistant director, emergency services.
Huntington Hospital

BY THE NUMBERS

• In 2010, Huntington Memorial Hospital delivered superior patient care through approximately 60,000 patient visits to its Emergency & Trauma Center.

• Approximately 1,000 of these visits were for trauma care.

• Patients who arrived at the emergency department with stroke symptoms were evaluated by an emergency department physician within five minutes, by a neurologist within nine minutes, and received a computed tomography (CT) scan within 30 minutes.

Emergency & Trauma

Inside the walls

Expansion of Huntington Memorial Hospital’s Emergency & Trauma Center progressed steadily throughout 2010. At the same time, physicians and nurses continued to deliver superior, lifesaving care within the walls of the existing center — and to further enhance the quality of patient care.

The hospital’s emergency and stroke teams worked closely together in 2010, for example, to ensure even more rapid response for stroke patients. And from physicians and nurses to receptionists, everyone in the hospital’s emergency department received continuing education in stroke care. Such widespread and ongoing training promotes “the most up-to-date knowledge — and implementation — of best practices,” notes Stanley M. Kalter, MD, medical director, emergency services.

STEMI

STEMI stands for ST Elevation Myocardial Infarction — a severe form of heart attack. Huntington Hospital is specially certified to receive and care for patients suffering this condition. And we further improved care for patients experiencing cardiac arrest, in 2010. For example, we joined other STEMI receiving centers in Los Angeles County in implementing a new best practice known as targeted temperature management. “Research has recently shown that by lowering the body temperature of patients experiencing cardiac arrest,” Dr. Kalter says, “we can achieve improved outcomes with regard to brain and organ function.”

Working with emergency medical services in the region, the hospital also began receiving EKG results from ambulances en route to the hospital. By obtaining a more complete diagnostic picture prior to the patient’s arrival, caregivers here are able to implement treatment even more rapidly: The American Heart Association has set a benchmark of 60 minutes for patients arriving at the hospital to reach the catheterization laboratory for care. Huntington Hospital’s average door-to-cath-lab time is 36.5 minutes.
**A lifesaving difference**

“Huntington Hospital is already at the forefront of quality trauma care,” says Amal K. Obaid, MD, who was named medical director of trauma services at Huntington Hospital in 2010. “And we’re continuing to improve still further — implementing advancements that very few hospitals in the country are implementing at this time.”

Enhancements to trauma care in 2010 included:

- **An increase in the number of board-certified surgeons**: In 2010, the roster increased by five physicians, including Dr. Obaid, who is herself board-certified in trauma and critical care.
- **Retention of an advanced-practice nurse, nurse practitioner Susan Thompson, as manager of trauma services.**
- **Acquisition of a video bronchoscope**, which allows physicians to conduct minimally invasive tracheotomies (an incision in the neck through which the patient can breathe). “This is absolutely the latest available technology, and by no means available everywhere,” says Dr. Obaid.
- **Installation of an ultrasound machine** in the trauma center, further speeding diagnosis of multiple conditions.
- **Implementation of the leading-edge Trauma Quality Improvement Program**, developed by the American College of Surgeons’ Committee on Trauma. Only 65 trauma centers nationwide have adopted the program. “Huntington Hospital is definitely at the forefront in this regard,” says Dr. Obaid. “We’re committed to the program because it promotes the very highest standards of surgical care for our patients.”
- **Conversion of all trauma services to electronic medical records**, bringing increased efficiency, accuracy and coordination of care. “The support of this work by hospital leadership speaks volumes about the hospital’s commitment to quality patient care,” Dr. Obaid says.
Stroke Care

Exceeding expectations
Huntington Hospital Stroke Center received recognition for excellence in 2010: Just months after achieving designation from The Joint Commission (an independent certification body) as a primary stroke center, the hospital attained Silver Plus status within the American Heart Association/American Stroke Association’s Get With The Guidelines® – Stroke program. This elite level of achievement indicates that Huntington Hospital not only met but exceeded the program’s rigorous benchmarks for stroke care, over 12 consecutive months.

In 2010, our stroke center also had the distinction of being the first program in California and one of an initial group of just 11 hospitals nationwide to be named to the Target: Stroke Honor Roll. Target: Stroke is a national quality initiative of the American Heart Association/American Stroke Association. To be eligible, hospitals must meet stringent guidelines with regard to various elements of stroke care, including timely intravenous administration of the thrombolytic drug, tPA (tissue plasminogen activator). The drug has been shown to enhance outcomes when administered within a few hours of stroke onset.

Arbi Ohanian, MD, medical director of Huntington Hospital Stroke Center and a fellowship-trained neurovascular neurologist, emphasizes the center’s comprehensive nature. “Stroke patients at the hospital receive care from specialists at each level of treatment,” he says. “Neuroradiologists...neurointerventionalists...the list goes on and on, and we also provide clinical trials and authoritative physician education. We’re so much more than a primary stroke center,” he adds. “We truly have it all.”

Dr. Ohanian provides outstanding leadership that emphasizes continuous quality improvement: “We’re certainly not resting on our laurels,” he says. “We’re constantly reviewing and finding ways to make further enhancements.”

“Can you make a fist?”
Arbi Ohanian, MD, medical director of Huntington Hospital Stroke Center, provides expert consultation for patients at other hospitals in our region, via Huntington Memorial Hospital’s new telestroke technology.

“During a stroke, the patient is losing 2 million brain cells per minute. Our job is to provide lifesaving care — and to do so quickly. To this end, we continuously review every aspect of our work. We never stop looking for ways to do better, because we always want the very best possible outcomes for our patients.”

Arbi Ohanian, MD
Medical Director,
Huntington Hospital Stroke Center
Above, beyond, throughout

In 2010, Arbi Ohanian, MD, and members of the hospital’s stroke and emergency department teams worked closely together to strengthen patient care:

- **In the field**: A stroke specialist at the hospital is contacted by emergency medical services even before the patient reaches the hospital — allowing us to deliver rapid, coordinated patient care.
- **In the emergency department**: Members of the stroke team conduct careful interviews with family members in the emergency department. Determining the exact symptoms and time of onset allows the team to make the best possible decisions regarding care and treatment.

In addition, through a new telestroke program at Huntington Hospital, we are partnering with other emergency departments in the region to bring benefits to patients on a broad scale. Using telestroke technology, for example, our specialists can identify patients at partnering facilities who require transfer to Huntington Hospital for higher-level treatment. And, thanks to the new technology, patients in our own emergency department can receive prompt access to a stroke specialist no matter where the specialist is at the time of the patient’s arrival. The telestroke program thus further speeds the best of stroke care for regional patients, at a time when every second counts.

In 2010, the hospital’s acquisition of an i-STAT System helped further expedite care for stroke patients in our emergency department. The system has led to a 75-percent decrease in the time needed to obtain information regarding patients’ creatinine levels — a key measure prior to administering contrast materials for diagnostic computed tomography (CT) scan.

- **In the rehabilitation unit**: Huntington Hospital’s inpatient stroke rehabilitation unit is staffed by nurses with specialized training in stroke care. The availability of staff with this special training has been shown to have a direct, positive impact on patient outcomes.

- **After discharge**: Huntington Hospital’s commitment to superior stroke care extends beyond our walls. In 2010, our stroke team worked in partnership with the Stroke Association of Southern California to establish a new support group for patients and their caregivers, for example. The group is one of several offered by the stroke program, to help patients as they transition to outpatient rehabilitation and to home.

“With Dr. Ohanian’s leadership, state-of-the-art technology and a great team, everything involved in caring for stroke patients at the hospital goes smoothly. The process goes above and beyond Joint Commission requirements. As a physician, I find it extremely rewarding.”

Yafa Minazad, DO
Neurologist

Donor Spotlight. New telestroke technology at Huntington Hospital Stroke Center was made possible through generous renewed support from The Ahmanson Foundation. Local resident Stephen Rountree, a longtime foundation trustee, helped advocate for the hospital — in part inspired by his own family’s experience with stroke.
By the Numbers

• In 2010, Huntington Memorial Hospital Stroke Center treated 550 patients for stroke.
• One hundred percent of patients who met time-sensitive Code Stroke guidelines received care under that protocol.
• The clot-busting drug tPA was administered to 25 patients — 100 percent of those eligible for this treatment.
• The stroke center is comprised of 10 inpatient beds; 12 additional overflow beds are available on an as-needed basis.

FAST Response | In the case of stroke, time is of the utmost importance. Neurologists at Huntington Memorial Hospital urge community residents to become educated about the signs and symptoms of stroke — and to act quickly when they are detected.

“Call 9-1-1. Get that person to the emergency room as quickly as possible,” says neurologist Yafa Minazad, DO. “And leave the rest to us.”

Source: National Stroke Association
Advanced Technologies

A superior system

In 2010, Huntington Memorial Hospital further upgraded its robot-assisted surgery capabilities, purchasing the da Vinci Si — the most advanced robotic surgical system available. The first-generation da Vinci is also still in use at the hospital. The new system can be used in a wider range of surgeries, treating patients with various types of cancers including urological, gynecological, head/neck and colorectal cancers.

The benefits of robot-assisted surgery can include smaller incisions, resulting in less pain and more rapid healing. In addition, patients may enjoy shorter hospital stays.

Huntington Hospital surgeon Roger W. Satterthwaite, MD, points to increased precision and ease of use as among the new robot’s advantages: “With the new da Vinci Si system,” he says, “robotic surgeons at the hospital can perform increasingly complex operations with superior optics, improved maneuverability of instruments and greater flexibility of robotic and patient positioning. Huntington Hospital didn’t just buy a new car,” he adds; “we upgraded to a jet.”
Huntington Hospital acquired a new, 320-slice CT (computed tomography) scanner in 2010. The technology is “the best in Southern California today,” says Christopher G. Hedley, MD, medical director, radiology services. Its availability here is one of the ways in which the hospital remains a regional leader in advanced imaging technology. “And it ensures that Huntington Hospital will remain on the leading edge for years to come,” says Dr. Hedley.

The scanner can provide medical staff with the three-dimensional image of an entire organ, such as the brain or heart, in as little as three-tenths of a second. Its imaging speed and clarity support prompt and appropriate care — which in turn promotes optimal outcomes for the patient.

In 2010, Huntington Hospital became the first hospital on the West Coast to implement the Voalté One system for iPhone. “Our nurses were carrying hospital pagers, wireless phones, separate pagers to alert them to critical patient alarms…. There were too many bells and beeps and their pockets were literally overflowing with electronic devices,” says Rod Linsalato, an information technology manager who was integral to the project. The Voalté One system provides voice, alarm and text services — and allows our nurses to receive and respond to alarms dispatched by multiple hospital systems — on a single device.

“We were all very impressed with how the Voalté One system streamlined and simplified communication,” says Eunie Lee, RN. “It allows us to focus on nursing care with fewer interruptions, so it really is a great asset.”
Superior Nursing Care

Among the very best

In 2010, Huntington Memorial Hospital took another important step toward Magnet® recognition. Granted by the American Nurses Credentialing Center (ANCC), Magnet recognition represents the highest level of national recognition for excellence in nursing care. The Magnet Recognition Program focuses on advancing three primary goals — promoting quality, identifying excellence, and disseminating best practices — in nursing services.

Huntington Hospital submitted nearly 3,000 pages of documentation regarding our nursing program to the ANCC in support of our ongoing application, in 2010. And the entire package was approved, placing Huntington Hospital among an elite group: Only 15 percent of hospitals nationwide receive approval of all documentation on first submission. But the work our nursing team documented in those 3,000 pages is more impressive still. For example, the ANCC takes into consideration:

- **Systems in place to support professional development and number of nurses involved in advanced certification/education.** In 2010, approximately 100 Huntington Hospital nurses took certification exams — above and beyond required levels of expertise — in their areas of specialty.

- **Support for nursing research.** In 2010, for example, nursing research at the hospital examined whether the size of blood-pressure cuffs influences the accuracy of pressure readings for larger patients. “We’re committed to expanding our knowledge regarding practices and patient outcomes,” says Debra S. Madeira, RN, nurse manager, with regard to nursing research activities at the hospital.

- **Quality and implementation of best practices.** Over the course of 2010, Huntington Hospital continued to provide a preceptor program for new nurses; a variety of ongoing nursing education; and support toward higher education. We also implemented an Evidence-based Practice and Nursing Research Council to further inform evidence-based practice at the hospital.

“Through the Magnet process,” says Lulu Rosales, RN, director of professional practice/Magnet, “we’re setting the bar even higher. The culture of excellence that being a Magnet-recognized organization implies,” adds Lulu, who also holds a master’s of science in nursing, “has a positive impact on both our work environment and on the quality of patient care.”

Nursing Update | In March 2011, Huntington Memorial Hospital received word that we had achieved Magnet® recognition. “We’re proud to have achieved this national recognition for the excellence of our nursing program and for the high-quality patient care our nurses provide every single day,” says Bonnie Kass, RN, vice president, chief nursing executive, patient care and support services. Further information will be provided in our 2011 year in review.

Donor Spotlight. Ellen Y. and Kwang-I Yu are dedicated supporters of the nursing program at Huntington Memorial Hospital. Their involvement helps to provide our nurses with opportunities to advance their practice — and to ensure that nursing care at Huntington Hospital remains best in field!
Members of the Evidence-based Practice and Nursing Research Council are (back row, from left): Ya Mei Huang, RN; Council Chair Anne L. Nowlin, RN; Susan L. D’Antuono, RN; Debra S. Madeira, RN; Melanie M. Myers, RN; D. Sue Horn, RN; Janell Lehman Lerille, RN; Jenny McFarlane, RN; and (front row, from left): Joy Wang, RN; Rebecca Straub, RN; Linda Searle-Leach, RN, PhD; Eunie Lee, RN; and Lulu Rosales, RN.
Pulmonary Rehabilitation

An important new resource

Huntington Memorial Hospital introduced an important program for San Gabriel Valley residents with chronic respiratory conditions, in 2010. The new pulmonary rehabilitation program, led by Michael J. Gurevitch, MD (medical director of respiratory services and pulmonary laboratory and co-medical director of pulmonary rehabilitation), and Sunil K. Hegde, MD (medical director of rehabilitation services and co-director of pulmonary rehabilitation), is the only one of its kind in our area. Previously, local patients had to travel to Burbank, Covina, or further afield to obtain pulmonary rehabilitation services.

Emerging as a recommended standard of care for patients with a variety of serious respiratory conditions, rehabilitation seeks to improve patients’ daily life, by helping them breathe more easily. Huntington Hospital’s new program provides assistance through a series of 36 visits over a six- to eight-week period. (The visits are covered by Medicare and by most health insurance plans.) Throughout, the program’s expert staff, including physicians, as well as respiratory and physical therapists, helps patients to optimize their physical conditioning, lung function and endurance. Team members also help ensure that patients are receiving the best medication therapy, and offer education and other support.

Following completion of the 36-session program, patients may continue services as needed, on a self-pay basis. “The program is already a success,” says Dr. Gurevitch, “and patients are telling us how much they’ve learned and how much more they’re able to do as a result of their participation.”

“It’s meeting a significant need in the community,” adds Dr. Hegde, of the program, “and it’s helping patients improve their quality of life.”
Donor Spotlight. When Michael J. Gurevitch, MD, hired Sherri Kirchheimer as a nurse practitioner in his private practice, he did not realize just how much she would help. Upon learning of an immense unmet need in our region, Sherri and her husband, David Kirchheimer (a Huntington Hospital board member), have provided seed funding to launch a new pulmonary rehabilitation program, co-directed by Dr. Gurevitch. The Kirchheimers’ generous support underwrote essential therapeutic equipment and allowed the hospital to retain a respiratory therapist to assist program patients. As a result, the couple’s gift is helping to improve the lives of San Gabriel Valley residents with chronic respiratory disease.

“I recently received a letter from a patient I had treated and referred for pulmonary rehabilitation services 25 years ago. She wanted to let me know that she was still grateful, since pulmonary rehabilitation had saved her life. I’m delighted that, thanks to the generosity of the Kirchheimers, Huntington Hospital is now able to offer pulmonary rehabilitation for patients in need of these services in our community.”

Michael J. Gurevitch, MD
Medical Director of Respiratory Services and Pulmonary Laboratory,
Co-medical Director of Pulmonary Rehabilitation
Cancer Care

An advanced care continuum

Cancer care at Huntington Memorial Hospital took a significant step forward in 2010, as care services were fully transitioned into Huntington Pavilion, a new outpatient facility on the hospital’s campus. This move marked the culmination of years of planning and construction — and has already resulted in increased patient satisfaction and enhanced quality of care.

“Now, all staff — including everyone from physicians and nurse navigators to dietitians and social workers — are housed under one roof,” notes Howard S. Kaufman, MD, medical director, Huntington Hospital Cancer Center. “This improves our ability to provide comprehensive and seamless patient care, including traditional cancer services and ancillary care.”

Dr. Kaufman also points to other advances in cancer care at the hospital as a whole — including increased availability of minimally invasive (laparoscopic) surgeries. “Philosophically and financially, the hospital remains committed to offering care services that are proven to provide better outcomes for patients — both short- and long-term,” he says. “At a national level, about half of colon cancer surgeries are performed laparoscopically. Here at Huntington, we are at 92 percent…way ahead of the curve.” (Minimally invasive techniques can reduce scarring and healing time, among other benefits to the patient.)

In 2010, Dr. Kaufman and his team also introduced new best practices to further reduce risk of wound-site infections for patients who undergo surgery for colorectal cancer. The hospital was among early adopters of the new protocols — involving research-based skin-preparation techniques, along with specific selection, timing and administration of antibiotics — which resulted in a 40-percent reduction in infections during 2010. In fact, Huntington Hospital results exceeded those realized in national studies.

Donor Spotlight. Since its inception in 1993, The Circle of Huntington Memorial Hospital has supported key programs and services at the hospital. In 2010, the group’s charitable contribution helped acquire important computed tomography and digital mammography equipment.
The medicine of tomorrow
Through its remarkable network of physicians, many of whom are also on faculty at academic institutions in the greater Los Angeles area, Huntington Hospital Cancer Center provides patients with access to the most leading-edge cancer treatments available, including participation in clinical trials.

Steven H. Applebaum, MD, for example, is a Huntington Hospital hematologist and medical oncologist who is also on faculty at the University of California, Los Angeles. Dr. Applebaum is involved in clinical research at UCLA, offering his patients at Huntington Hospital access to various clinical trials there.

“As a community hospital, Huntington Hospital has built important partnerships with top-notch physicians from around the region,” says Dr. Applebaum. “This ensures that patients in the San Gabriel Valley have access to the best, most leading-edge care. This emphasis on collaborative, multidisciplinary care truly sets Huntington Hospital above the rest.”

In 2010, adds Howard S. Kaufman, MD, medical director, Huntington Hospital Cancer Center, the hospital prepared to implement clinical trials itself. Eligible patients will be enrolled starting in 2011.

A compassionate approach
In 2010, Huntington Hospital created a palliative cancer care clinic, serving patients who are confronting pain or other significant side effects of chemotherapy or radiation therapy. The weekly outpatient clinic involves a team approach — with a palliative care physician, two symptom-management nurses and an oncology-certified social worker available to assist patients and their family members.

“Palliative care provided by a multidisciplinary team is now widely acknowledged as a best practice in helping cancer patients with the most significant needs,” says Dr. Applebaum. “Our new clinic is another example of Huntington Hospital taking the initiative to remain at the leading edge.”
Heart Care

More experience, more options
Mayer Rashtian, MD, medical director of Huntington Memorial Hospital’s cardiac electrophysiology department, notes that the hospital is one of just a handful in the region that provide comprehensive care for atrial fibrillation patients. This heart disorder is characterized by an irregular heart rhythm and can cause poor blood flow to the body. It is commonly accompanied by additional disorders, such as sleep apnea, hypertension and vascular disease. If not appropriately managed, it can in turn lead to stroke, explains Dr. Rashtian.

About one in 10 atrial fibrillation patients are candidates for cardiac ablation, Dr. Rashtian says, and in 2010, surgeons performed approximately 200 ablation procedures at Huntington Hospital — about one-third of which (approximately 65 procedures) were to treat atrial fibrillation. This number represents a 15-percent increase over prior years, in response to growing community need, he adds. (Cardiac ablation involves introduction of a flexible tube into a vein to identify tissue that is interfering with the electrical signal to the heart, followed by removal of the blockage.)

“It’s vital for patients with atrial fibrillation to receive comprehensive, multidisciplinary care,” says Dr. Rashtian. “At Huntington Hospital,” he adds, “we have the capacity, the technology, and the multidisciplinary team — including cardiologists, cardiovascular surgeons, interventional cardiologists, and other specialists — needed to perform cardiac ablation and to ensure that all patients receive the best, most comprehensive care possible.”

Cardio Strength | Heart care programs at Huntington Memorial Hospital expanded in 2010 to meet the needs of more local patients. In addition, the hospital further enhanced its innovative and comprehensive care programs — designed to ensure optimal heart health for San Gabriel Valley residents.
A lifesaving resource

Huntington Hospital’s ability to treat other heart conditions — including congenital and acquired valvular lesions — has also progressed in recent years. “We have put a tremendous amount of effort,” says Alex Durairaj, MD, interventional cardiologist, “into acquiring the equipment and developing the systems we need to treat a broad range of heart conditions. As a result, procedures that are now routine at Huntington Hospital are being performed by very few hospitals in our region.”

For example, “Over the past several years, our capacity to treat both atrial septal defect and patent foramen ovale has increased dramatically,” Dr. Durairaj says. Atrial septal defect is a condition, present at birth, in which the wall separating the upper heart chambers is not completely closed. Patent foramen ovale involves a hole in the upper chambers of the heart (the hole should close shortly after birth, but sometimes does not, potentially leading to stroke or heart attack).

Dr. Durairaj notes that, because of our surgeons’ skill and experience, we have been able to significantly reduce patients’ time in surgery for these procedures. And we are seeing approximately double the number of patients with these conditions as in the past. “As our program continues to mature, rather than patients being referred to university hospitals, they’re being referred to us,” says Dr. Durairaj. In fact, patients from as far away as Las Vegas have been referred to receive this potentially lifesaving care here.

Expanded abilities

In 2010, Huntington Hospital further upgraded heart surgery technologies, with the addition of a sophisticated new ventricular assistance device. As needed, the device can temporarily assume 50 to 70 percent of a heart’s workload — effectively “giving the heart a rest” while physicians address the patient’s condition.

“The first patient we treated with this device was close to death upon arrival,” Dr. Durairaj explains, “and walked out of the hospital about five days later with a new lease on life.”

Extra help

Huntington Hospital’s cardiovascular services program piloted a new initiative — Care Transitions — in 2010. Designed to help patients with congestive heart failure (CHF) transition successfully from the hospital to home, the initiative represents a partnership between cardiovascular services and the hospital’s Senior Care Network (SCN). Care Transitions initially served a cohort of CHF patients who were at high risk for inpatient readmission.

Explains Peggy Crabtree, executive director, cardiovascular services, “Care Transitions begins in the hospital, where a cardiovascular resource coordinator provides the patient and family with critical information about post-discharge care and medication.” Following discharge, a transition coordinator from SCN helps bridge the gap between inpatient and outpatient care for patients.

“This pilot is just the start of Care Transitions’ work,” says Eileen Koons, director, Senior Care Network. “We decided to look at CHF first because CHF patients tend to have other co-existing chronic conditions and really need extra assistance. From a human perspective, it’s the right thing to do.”
Women’s and Children’s Services

The best possible beginnings

Huntington Memorial Hospital offers a level-III neonatal intensive care unit and is designated as a pediatric community hospital, with services including pediatric and pediatric intensive care units. As a result, young patients with serious medical conditions may be transported here from other facilities, to receive the sophisticated care they need. In 2010, we enhanced access still further — by consolidating neonatal and pediatric transport services, by expanding our outreach to other hospitals to let them know of this important service, and by increasing the number of nurses staffing the transport program. And we transported 79 infants to our neonatal intensive care unit and 105 children to our pediatric intensive care unit over the course of the year — a significant expansion over 2009.

To better serve young patients, we also began gearing up for the remodel of our pediatric intensive care unit (PICU), which will support accreditation from California Children’s Services (CCS), a state program for children with certain diseases or health problems. This accreditation will permit the hospital to provide care for children with a broader range of chronic diseases than currently possible. “Huntington Hospital’s PICU provides high-quality, lifesaving medical care for critically ill and injured children each year,” says Ashraf Abou-Zamzam, MD, medical director, PICU. “With just slight modifications to our facilities, we’ll be eligible to seek CCS certification, reflecting the highest quality standard for pediatrics in the State of California. It’s an achievement we can be truly proud of.”

Already, Huntington Hospital offers the only pediatric intensive care unit in the region. It is capable of treating children with serious conditions including multiple organ failure, for example. A new, state-of-the-art monitoring system, installed in 2010, further enhanced our physicians’ and nurses’ ability to monitor every patient continuously, around the clock.

“We are standing on the threshold of a new frontier in pediatrics at Huntington Hospital. I’m optimistic that the future holds great things with regard to care for some of the most vulnerable members of our community.”

Mark Powell, MD
Chair, Department of Pediatrics
Skilled — and getting better still
Today’s clinical education increasingly relies on simulation dolls — mannequins with lifelike bodily functions — to expand providers’ skills and experience. Huntington Hospital acquired two new simulation mannequins for its Women’s and Children’s Services program in 2010. The newborn and baby mannequins will be used in continuing education for nurses, physicians and residents working with the hospital’s youngest patients.

A constant state of readiness
Certain emergencies may not occur frequently, but — when they do happen — our caregivers must be prepared to respond without hesitation. Our ECMO (extracorporeal membrane oxygenation) team of specialized nurses and respiratory therapists, along with other physicians and nurses, conducted quarterly emergency drills throughout 2010. These regular drills are designed to ensure team members’ skills remain honed, for whenever the need arises.

Founded on research, focused on outcomes
Research shows that breastfeeding results in the best outcomes for babies, both from a nutritional and from an overall development standpoint. And skin-to-skin contact, with the baby lying on the mother’s chest, has been shown to promote successful breastfeeding.

To increase the breastfeeding rate among healthy newborns at Huntington Hospital, we implemented a new skin-to-skin initiative in 2010. Activities included lactation training for all registered nurses in our neonatal, labor and delivery, and maternity units. In addition, hospital staff developed a new skin-to-skin brochure, provided parent/community education, and visited local obstetricians’ and pediatricians’ offices to let physicians and their staff know about skin-to-skin care at the hospital. This work was launched with funding from the State of California’s Birth and Beyond Project.

Donor Spotlight. Generous friends like Katherine S. and Paul C. Johnson and Gwen and Guil Babcock provided support toward clinical education for Huntington Memorial Hospital’s Women’s and Children’s Services program in 2010. Specifically, their gifts allowed the hospital to purchase two high-tech simulation babies — or SimBabies. These life-like mannequins simulate the body functions and responses (breathing, crying, and more) of a real patient. They represent a safe and realistic way for caregivers to practice clinical skills. The Johnsons’ gift, provided through The Gesner-Johnson Family Foundation, allowed us to acquire an infant-sized simulation mannequin, which has been named Rosie, in honor of Paul Johnson’s mother, an active community member and children’s advocate who passed away in 2001. The Babcocks’ support was used to purchase a newborn-sized SimBaby, named New B.
Huntington Memorial Hospital's graduate medical education program expanded during 2010, and now prepares more physicians for our region's future. Below, general surgery residents review the surgery schedule for the day.
Donor Spotlight. Longtime donors T. June and Simon K.C. Li recently created an endowment in support of the hospital’s graduate medical education program. Their involvement will help ensure the future of superior medical education here. The Lis have chosen to name a medical resident in honor of Simon’s physician, creating the Dr. Charles Sharp Residency in Internal Medicine.

Graduate Medical Education

Increasing our impact
At current graduation and training rates, the United States could face a shortage of as many as 150,000 doctors in the next 15 years, according to the Association of American Medical Colleges. And the greatest demand will be for primary-care physicians. Huntington Memorial Hospital’s graduate medical education program, which provides postgraduate education for residents in both internal medicine and general surgery, is thus of national significance.

In 2010, furthermore, the hospital applied for and received approval for expansion of our graduate medical education program in internal medicine. Commencing in July 2011, we will increase enrollment of internal medicine residents to a total of 25 — and will continue to enroll 14 general surgery residents. “The increase will allow us to manage increased patient volume while simultaneously ensuring that residents maintain appropriate work hours,” says Anthony G. Koerner, MD, director, internal medicine residency program.

More of the best
Even with this expansion, Huntington Hospital’s graduate medical education program has become increasingly competitive, notes Dr. Koerner. “The number of applicants has increased 30 percent over the last year alone,” he says. “We can thus be even more selective with regard to resident qualifications and the quality of the schools from which they have graduated. We draw from the most prestigious, nationally recognized academic institutions.”
To provide residents with the best postgraduate education and experience, the hospital’s teaching faculty has grown. And, since the introduction of a hospitalist medical group in 2007, the degree to which hospitalists are involved in teaching residents has steadily increased. “We’re tapping into the knowledge of professionals with expertise in quality assurance and safety issues, as well as clinical know-how,” says Dr. Koerner. “And our residents — like our patients — are benefiting from access to these up-to-date and energetic faculty members.”

**At the forefront in skills, knowledge**

Residents at the hospital obtain hands-on practice in special laboratory settings, to hone their skills. Internal medicine residents, for example, used the latest simulation technology in 2010. And to further strengthen our work, David R. Martin, MD, the director of our skills laboratory for general surgery residents, began preparations for accreditation from the American College of Surgeons as a level-II laboratory.

In addition to providing direct clinical care and participating in ongoing education, residents are also involved in a variety of research projects, furthering knowledge in their fields. In 2010, for example, research conducted by our general surgery residents was published in a variety of journals including the Annals of Vascular Surgery, Journal of Vascular Surgery and The American Surgeon.

**An impact on quality of care: today...and tomorrow**

Approximately 40 percent of all internal medicine residents at Huntington Hospital go on to establish their practices in the San Gabriel Valley, safeguarding high-quality care to regional patients, even as the nation faces physician shortages. “The residency program at Huntington Hospital really sets us apart from other community hospitals,” says Steven G. Katz, MD, director, surgical residency program. “Residents elevate the level of care and, given the significant number of Huntington Hospital-trained physicians who go on to work in the San Gabriel Valley, our program helps ensure the availability of superior medical care in our region for generations to come.”
Urgent Care

Meeting priority needs

In October 2010, Huntington Memorial Hospital — in partnership with the City of Pasadena, Huntington Medical Foundation and Community Health Alliance of Pasadena (CHAP) — opened Pasadena Community Urgent Care.

The new urgent care center responds to a previously unmet need for prompt, high-quality medical care to address conditions that, while urgent, are not life-threatening. (According to health experts, a high percentage of emergency room visits nationwide are for conditions that could be successfully treated in a lower-level facility.)

Cary Manoogian, MD, is medical director of the new Pasadena Community Urgent Care. “We’re responding each and every day to the need for prompt, high-quality urgent care services,” says Dr. Manoogian, who was formerly in private practice as an endocrinologist. “We’re thrilled to have been embraced so quickly by the community.”

The urgent care center’s 10,020-square-foot facility was constructed by the City of Pasadena, and also houses primary care services provided by CHAP. This co-location of services is expected to have multiple benefits, including prompt referral of patients to ensure the most appropriate level of care and access to an ongoing medical home. Protocols will also be in place to ensure that patients with truly emergent needs are referred immediately to Huntington Hospital’s Emergency & Trauma Center, with ambulance transportation as needed.

BY THE NUMBERS

• The new Pasadena Community Urgent Care opened on October 11, 2010.
• By December 31, 2010, it had provided urgent care services to 2,136 patients, and was seeing an average of 36 patients per day.
• The center serves both insured and uninsured patients. Approximately one-third of all patients receiving care during the period were under- or completely uninsured.

Meds Too | Pasadena Community Urgent Care dispenses medications safely, securely and promptly — using the first medication vending machine on the West Coast. Using ATM-like security, patients can obtain their medications without having to make a separate pharmacy trip.
Members of the hospital’s spiritual care team provide compassionate support to patients and families. Pictured are (back row, from left): Reverend John Edward Crean, All Saints Episcopal Church; Maureen Michelena, lay Eucharistic minister, Holy Family Catholic Church; Lydia Luna, administrative assistant, spiritual care services; Leslie C. Allen, PhD, volunteer chaplain; Rudy Kronst, volunteer chaplain; Wendy Terpstra, MDiv, manager of spiritual care services; and (front row, from left): Jeffrey S. Nicholson, staff chaplain, spiritual care services; Reverend Jose Paranthanal, Holy Family Catholic Church; and Carol Lawrence, lay Eucharistic minister, St. Andrew Catholic Church.
Spiritual Care

Extra measures
Huntington Memorial Hospital’s spiritual care program incorporates a broad range of services. It helps meet the emotional and spiritual needs of all patients and their families — whether or not they ascribe to a particular religious tradition.

“To me, James Fowler really hit the nail on the head when he said that spirituality ‘is the basis for community,’” says Wendy Terpstra, manager, spiritual care services. “He added that it’s ‘in spirituality that we experience our co-participation in the shared human condition,’ and here at Huntington Hospital, we definitely seek to create a sense of community, connectedness and well-being for patients and families. After all,” Wendy notes, “in a hospital, people experience some of the most trying — and some of the happiest — moments of their lives.”

Caring for mind, body, spirit
Huntington Hospital’s spiritual care program services are provided by three full-time spiritual care providers, all of whom hold master’s of divinity degrees; 10 faith-based community practitioners who serve as spiritual care volunteers; and interns from Fuller Seminary who are working toward master’s of divinity degrees. In addition, the hospital partners with a number of eucharistic ministers from local parishes.

Members of the spiritual care team are at the hospital from 8 a.m. to 7:30 p.m., Monday through Saturday, and are on call 24 hours per day, seven days a week. Ministers from local parishes provide spiritual care services on Sundays and as needed. In 2010, approximately 3,500 patients and their family members received services through the program.

Spiritual care is offered to all patients admitted to the hospital. And the spiritual care team is also on hand to provide comfort and assistance to family members when a trauma patient arrives at the hospital, for example; when a patient requires resuscitation; and at other difficult times. Participation is entirely voluntary.

A recent research study among Medicare inpatients with a chronic illness demonstrated that availability of spiritual care services reduced mortality rates. At Huntington Hospital, patients certainly appreciate the availability of this extra measure of care. “There’s no way we could return the gift you gave us,” said one recipient of spiritual care services, for example, after her husband’s emergency heart surgery.
Donor Spotlight. The work of Huntington Memorial Hospital’s Senior Care Network (SCN) receives important support from the Huntington Collection. This one-of-a-kind retail and consignment shop, located across the street from Huntington Hospital, generates funds through its sales. The Collection in turn relies on community donations — of such items as antique furniture and vintage clothing, for example — as well as the dedicated work of local volunteers.

Senior Care Network

*Services that make a difference*

Senior Care Network now provides information, education and support for patients with early-onset Alzheimer’s disease through a new Memory Club program. This eight-week program, implemented in 2010, offers services to both the patient and his/her spouse/partner. Services are provided in conjunction with the national Alzheimer’s Association.

“In the case of Alzheimer’s disease,” says Eileen Koons, director, Senior Care Network, “it’s extremely important to provide both patients and their caregivers with tools to maintain the strength and health of their relationship. In addition, through Memory Club,” she adds, “we want to help people with Alzheimer’s disease age with dignity and maintain their independence for as long as possible.”

During Memory Club sessions, speakers provide information about such topics as legal issues associated with Alzheimer’s disease, the latest research in the field, and the psychosocial aspects of living with Alzheimer’s disease. This educational component of the program is complemented by supportive services: Patients gather with other patients, and caregivers with other caregivers, to discuss Alzheimer’s-related issues and receive support from their peers and group leaders.
Huntington Memorial Hospital conducts a new Community Needs Assessment in 2010, updating our understanding of health-related needs in the San Gabriel Valley. The new assessment provided information that will allow us to address — and maximize our impact on — community health over the coming three years. In addition, it documented the hospital’s positive impact on the health of our community to date.

Based on assessment findings, several priorities for community benefits services have been identified, moving forward. The management of chronic diseases, for example, will remain a significant priority. In addition, the hospital will continue to provide flu shots to the community, will work to further strengthen collaborative efforts with other organizations in the San Gabriel Valley, and will deliver a variety of education and prevention services.

Eyes on the goal
Huntington Hospital created a new online portal in 2010, via which community residents and healthcare organizations can obtain up-to-date information about our region’s health. The website — healthypasadena.org — also documents Huntington Hospital’s progress toward specific health benchmarks.

Sheryl Rudie, director of business development, emphasizes that the site will further increase transparency with regard to how the hospital is measuring up to its goals. “This site will help community residents discern the difference we’re making through our various initiatives,” she says. “Ultimately, of course, we want our work to move the marker for health in our region.”
Community Benefits Services

Addressing need in a diverse community

To improve access to needed cancer care among the local Chinese-American community, Huntington Memorial Hospital and affiliated physicians conducted a variety of outreach events in 2010. These included:

- A dinner event during which primary-care physicians from the Chinese-American community met with Chinese cancer physicians from the hospital.
- A tour of Huntington Hospital Cancer Center and Huntington-Hill Breast Center for community members of Chinese descent, led by Chinese physicians and volunteers.
- A cancer prevention and treatment seminar (along with breast self-exam education), led by Jeannie Shen, MD, Paulette Y. Saddler, MD, and Ramona M. Kyaw, MD, held at Huntington Hospital Cancer Center.

Huntington Hospital also partnered with Herald Cancer Association, a respected cancer society in the Chinese community, to offer a prostate cancer-prevention event. The seminar and screening included a presentation in Mandarin by Felix Y. Yip, MD, Clayton S. Lau, MD, and Roger W. Satterthwaite, MD. Representatives of Herald Cancer Association were also on hand to answer questions and conduct prostate screenings. More than 110 community members took advantage of the event to increase their knowledge regarding cancer and health.
What women want: healthy hearts
Recognizing Huntington Hospital’s continued commitment to high-quality education and care for women, the American Heart Association selected us as the Los Angeles-area sponsor of its Go Red for Women initiative in 2010. Go Red is designed to raise women’s awareness regarding heart disease — the leading cause of death among women, nationwide.

Through our ongoing partnership with the American Heart Association, Huntington Hospital physicians and staff provide community lectures, health screenings and other services in the community. A 2010 Go Red luncheon held at the JW Marriott Los Angeles, for example, attracted more than 1,000 participants. Huntington Hospital representatives were in attendance to provide blood pressure screenings.

In addition, Huntington Hospital physician Magdalena C. Arenas, MD, made a presentation to low-income, Spanish-speaking women from our area, emphasizing the need for prevention. Following an information-packed presentation, Dr. Arenas answered questions and helped participants understand their own heart health.

A healthful helping hand
San Gabriel Valley community members gathered in June 2010 for a special luncheon and presentations by Huntington Memorial Hospital physician experts regarding health, beauty and the process of aging gracefully. Held on the hospital’s campus in the Braun Auditorium, the half-day event featured three speakers: Jennifer Park, MD, shared information regarding advances in hormone-replacement therapy and how to ease the process of menopause. Charles F. Sharp, MD, provided the latest news regarding prevention and treatment of osteoporosis. And Kay Durairaj, MD, gave a presentation entitled “A Beautiful You…Inside and Out” — focusing on well-being at every age.

Donor Spotlight.
Community resident Barbara J. Giolando was honored at the 2010 Go Red for Women luncheon for her positive approach to heart health, her longtime community leadership, and her involvement at the hospital. She and her husband, Dick J. Giolando, are participants in, and supporters of, the hospital’s cardiac rehabilitation program and have contributed to various other aspects of our work.
Electronic Health Records

The latest health management tools

In keeping with our longstanding commitment to leading-edge medicine, Huntington Memorial Hospital last year invested in new software that provides our physicians with unprecedented access to web-based health tools — supporting improved patient safety and collaborative patient care. One example: In March 2010, the hospital purchased and began implementing new ePrescribe software, HuntingtonRx, and began training and supporting physicians and their staff to utilize the system. HuntingtonRx provides clinicians with information that saves lives, time and money. It promotes patient health via access to medical history and health insurance formulary information.

Rebecca Armato, executive director of physician and interoperability services, notes that this new system represents a significant step toward San Gabriel Valley providers’ full conversion to electronic health records and a patient-focused, connected, collaborative health community. “HuntingtonRx was the first phase of our Huntington Health eConnect initiative,” Rebecca says, “which is designed to provide a secure, robust health information superhighway to connect all the providers involved in the care of a patient, supporting collaboration among physicians and other caregivers involved. It will provide potentially lifesaving bridges between the various silos of information that exist in different electronic health records and computer systems today,” she explains, “and, as a result, it will promote the best possible care decisions — and outcomes — for patients in our region.”

Physicians who have already elected to use HuntingtonRx are enjoying secure, real-time access to their patients’ medication histories, including medications prescribed by other physicians not just in the San Gabriel Valley, but across the country (since patients sometimes fill prescriptions while traveling). The system’s built-in alerts notify the physician of potential problems, including allergies, harmful interactions, and so on — adding a further layer of medication safety and reducing the potential for medication errors. In addition, the system allows physicians to send prescriptions directly to the patient’s neighborhood pharmacy, enhancing efficiency and convenience. And because HuntingtonRx also provides the medication formulary of the patient’s health plan, participating physicians can work directly with their patient to select the most cost-effective option. This helps to mitigate unnecessary cost to the patient and prevent follow-up calls and resultant delays when the patient goes to pick up the medication.

Helping doctors help patients

Huntington Hospital neurologist Yafa Minazad, DO, was an early adopter of HuntingtonRx. “Physicians are very busy,” she says, “so it’s an extremely valuable asset to have Rebecca and the hospital team researching the best electronic systems and processes. HuntingtonRx improves the accuracy and timeliness of care delivery,” she adds. “Most importantly, it further minimizes the chance for human error — making it an extremely valuable tool from the physician’s, pharmacist’s and patient’s perspective.”

Rebecca notes that participating physicians can access HuntingtonRx securely from any internet-capable device. “We’re excited to be at the very leading edge of delivering technical innovations into the hands of our physicians. By providing insights that improve clinical decision-making, we’re delivering real value to them and their patients at the point of care,” she says. “It’s about creating a truly collaborative care environment that improves not just the quality of care delivered in our community — but the quality of health in our community.”
Neurologist Yafa Minazad, DO, is enthusiastic about HuntingtonRx. This web-based health tool streamlines prescribing, adds a further layer of protection against medication errors, and increases patient convenience.
2010 Financial Review
Huntington Memorial Hospital and Affiliates

BALANCE SHEET (in $ millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2010*</th>
<th>2009*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Property and equipment</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cash and marketable securities</td>
<td>260</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other assets</td>
<td>295</td>
<td>295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total assets</strong></td>
<td>988</td>
<td>911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term obligations</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other liabilities</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Net assets</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total liabilities and equity</strong></td>
<td>988</td>
<td>911</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS (in $ millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2010*</th>
<th>2009*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patient services and revenues</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other revenues</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total revenues</strong></td>
<td>558</td>
<td>491</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salaries and employee benefits</td>
<td>266</td>
<td>263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other expenses</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>178</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital costs</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total expenses</strong></td>
<td>545</td>
<td>485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COMMUNITY BENEFITS
Huntington Memorial Hospital provides approximately $63.3 million in qualified community benefits annually. Specifically, community benefits include:

• Medical services available to the community only through Huntington Hospital.
• Charity care, including healthcare services provided to patients who meet certain criteria and cannot afford to pay, as well as differences between the cost of care and the amount of reimbursement for patients covered by Medi-Cal.
• Health research, education and training programs.
• Benefits directed at vulnerable populations and the community at large.

The hospital also provided $27.7 million in additional support to the Medicare population, during the 2010 reporting period.

Calculations based on report filed with the State of California in May 2011.
* Inclusive of Collis P. and Howard Huntington Memorial Trust
2010 Donors to Huntington Memorial Hospital

We are proud to recognize donors whose 2010 gifts helped ensure the availability of superior care at Huntington Memorial Hospital. We are truly grateful for their support of our high-quality medical services. These generous friends have made a real and positive difference in the lives of patients across our region.

CHAIRMAN'S COUNCIL
Reflects cumulative lifetime giving of $100,000 or more. Levels include: Life Benefactor, Benefactor, Founder and Fellow.

LIFE BENEFACTOR
Anonymous
Mr. & Mrs. Guilford C. Babcock
Mr. & Mrs. Merle H. Banta
Carl F. Braun Residuary Trust
Dana & Gordon Crawford
Fou-Oi Foundation
Harriet & James Fullerton
Margaret & Neal Good
Heather and Paul Haaga
Dr.* & Mrs. Joseph J. Jacobs
The J. Terrence Lanni Family
Eileen & David Lee
T. June & Simon K.C. Li
Phillip D. & Lois S. Matthews
The Ouyang Family
Mr. & Mrs. William M. Podley
Mr. & Mrs. J. Kristoffer Popovich
The James & Eleanor Randall Foundation
Anne & Jim Rothenberg
The Schow Foundation
The H. Russell Smith Foundation
Helen & Will Webster

FELLOW
Anonymous (4)
Mr. & Mrs. Paul F. Bennett
David Blanchi
Mrs. Sharon Hammond Boultinghouse
Ann & Richard Boutin & Family
Mrs. Henry A. Braun
Kristin & Greg Chapman
Richard & Michelle Chino & Family
Ed & Alicia Clark
Kevin G. Clifford Family
John & Mary Cosgrove
Arthur Crowe, Jr.
Mrs. James F. Dickson
Mr. & Mrs. R. Todd Doney
Helen I. Drummond
Gail & Jim Ellis
Gesner/Johnson Foundation
Robert W. & Esmeralda T. Gibson
The Giallando Family
The Glassford Family
Leonard Gumps & Wendy Munger
The C. S. & Carmen deMora Hale Foundation
Ann Slavik Hall
Mr. & Mrs. George A. Harris
Mr. & Mrs. James W. Hirschmann III
Mr. & Mrs. William H. Hurt
Mrs. George D. Jagels
Gregory D. & Jennifer W. Johnson
Katherine & Paul Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. B. Marshall Katz
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Kohl
Carol & John Mitchell
Vittorio & Margaret Maccaferri
Janet & Len* Marangi
Mr. Sydney J. Mead & Mr. Roger Servick
Charles & Lorene Moran
Elizabeth Nickerson
Mr. & Mrs. Talmadge O'Neill
Elizabeth M. & Donald W. Petit
Diana J. Raney
Charles & Nancy Reardon
Marge Richard
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen D. Rountree
Virginia H. Rowan
Katharine & Warren Schlinger
Mrs. Terry Seidler
Mr. Richard P. Shooshan
Jayne & Woody Studenmund
Mr. Chor Chai Tan & Mrs. Marie Tan
Patricia Thomas
Ms. Anita Ta
Jeanie & William Tsai
Mr. Harry Tsao & Mrs. Carol Chen
Mr. & Mrs. Patrick Wong
The Warren/Soden/Hopkins Family Foundation
Ying Enterprises, Inc.
Jeffrey & Renee Ying
Dr. & Mrs. Kwang-i Yu

FOUNDER
Shelley Allen & Bob Kohorst
Avery & Andy Barth
Lynn & Doug Brengel
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel M. Brigham, Jr.
Wendy & Jim Drasdo
Mr. & Mrs. J. Kristoffer Popovich
Alex & Sandy Glassford
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Grech
Joanne Watson-Holmes
Jane & Ben Reiling
The Linda & John Seiter Family
Judy & Ben Reiling
Dr. & Mrs. John E. Grech
Joanne Watson-Holmes
Cynthia & Henry Yost
Robert & Shirley Yu
Mr. & Mrs. S. Robert Zeilstra

FAMILY
Marilyn & Jud Roberts Family
Jane L. & Richard* Roe
The Sahady/Davidson Family
Ted & Lori Samuels
The John & Dorothy Shea Foundation
Rary Simmons
Judith J. & Robert L. Sparer
Mrs. Hubert M. Walker, Jr.

PRESIDENT'S CIRCLE
Reflects gifts of $2,000 or more received between January 1, 2010, and December 31, 2010. Levels include: Patron, Colleague, Medicus Society, Associate and Friend.

PATRON
$50,000 to $99,999
Jim Avedikian/Phoenix Wellness Center
Dr. & Mrs. James C. Calliottwe
Mr. & Mrs. Robert S. Dulin
William & Patricia Jameson
Bonnie & Micah Kass
Melba Macneil
Wet & Allen Mathies
Jason & Rena Pilalas
Wendy & John Siciliano
Mrs. Elizabeth Y. Sulfet
Nancy L. Van Tuyle
Deborah & Robert Wycoff

COLLEGE
$25,000 to $49,999
Anonymous
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen Hillenburg

MEDICUS SOCIETY
$10,000 to $24,999
Mr. W. Jefferson Arnett
Mr. & Mrs. DeJoseph
Stuart & Georgia Dunn
Tom & Nancy Elseasser Foundation
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon Fish
George C. & Marcia Good
Mr. Eunice E. Gooden
Mr. & Mrs. Richard E. Goodspeed
Martin* & Mildred Gould
Sunil K. Hegde, MD
The Henry Family Fund
Mrs. Joseph A. Herron
Rolin, Nancy, Marie & Ben Herron
Mr. & Mrs. Peter D. Lippincott
Marlow & Herrad Marrs
Ilene & Howard Marshall
Edward J. & Dorothy H. McCarthy
Judy & Steve McDonald
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Grech
Dave & Jennifer Murphy
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald A. Okum
Kay & Steve Onderdonk
Mr. & Mrs. David B. Partridge
Sue & Steve Ralph
Carol Reynolds
Susan & Rufus Rhoades
Genie Mulé
Deidra Norman Schumann
Rod Shingu
Dottie & Alan Snitzer
Dr. & Mrs. Richard B. Squires
Layli & Tom Techtin
Paula M. Verrette, MD
Mr. & Mrs. Clarence F. Waterman
Ms. Martha White

ASSOCIATE
$5,000 to $9,999
Anonymous (5)
Mr. & Mrs. Robert L. Aronoff
Ms. Rebecca B. Bales
Jack & Joan Bonholtzer
Mrs. Janet O. Bosworth
Don & Evaluee Brice
Susan & Stephen Chandler
Catherine (Tink) Cheney & Barry Jones
Mr. John G. Clay
Doris Young Coates
Dr. & Mrs. Bruce Coffey
Diane & Robert Coyer
Dr. & Mrs. James A. Crabtree
Mrs. Mary Anne A. Cunningham
Mr. George G. Dawley
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon M. Delang
Ms. Lois M. Di Santo
Lucile McVey Dunn
Mr. & Mrs. Richard C. Dunn
Robert Edens
Eleven Twenty Seven Foundation
(Trustee, Tema A. Ariany)
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas J. Forbes
Friends of Anna Win Kho
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Furrey
Mr. John E. Grech
Joyce & Allen Greff
Mr. Herbert Heslop III
Pricilla & Gary Hoecker
Moraq (Jo) Jardan
Mr. & Mrs. R. William Johnston
Hideo & Nancy Kagawa
Gail & Steven Katz
Mr. & Mrs. George P. Kinkel III
Horst & Virginia Lechter
Michael & Ellen Linsey
Dr. & Mrs. Peter D. Lippincott
Marlow & Herrad Marrs
Ilene & Howard Marshall
Edward J. & Dorothy H. McCarthy
Judy & Steve McDonald
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Mcghee
Dave & Jennifer Murphy
Mr. & Mrs. Joanne Nickols
Mr. & Mrs. Richard B. Squires
Kay & Steve Onderdonk
Mr. & Mrs. David B. Partridge
Sue & Steve Ralph
Carol Reynolds
Susan & Rufus Rhoades
Genie Mulé
Deidra Norman Schumann
Rod Shingu
Dottie & Alan Snitzer
Dr. & Mrs. Richard B. Squires
Layli & Tom Techtin
Paula M. Verrette, MD
Mr. & Mrs. Clarence F. Waterman
Ms. Martha White

FRIEND
$2,000 to $4,999
Mr. & Dr. Ashwin Adarkar
Dr. Syeda M. Ali & Mr. Khaja Uddin
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce H. Amesbury
Anonymous (10)
Frank & Susan Arthofer
Tina & Phillip Baker
Huntington Hospital

Mr. George S. Sahagian
Dr. & Mrs. Fred Sahar
Mr. & Mrs. Glenn Saita
Mrs. Susan Sahar
Mr. Frank Salas
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth A. Sanchez
Loren & Barbara Sanlader
James & Rebecca Sarri
Eunice B. Savage
Ms. Barbara A. Sawaya
Mr. & Mrs. James M. Saxton
Mr. & Mrs. Louise E. Schweiner, Esq.
Sherry & Louis Sciafani
Mary & William A. Scribner
Mrs. William A. Scribner
John & Sharon Scull
Fritz & Gwynne Sears
Barry & Marlene Segal
Ms. Ruth Segal
Mr. Gerald R. Selby
Ms. Florence Shao
Mrs. Sara Shattaf
Mr. & Mrs. Jesse R. Shaw
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas R. Sheppard
Mr. & Mrs. A. Jesse & Mrs. Sara Shatford
Mr. Gerald R. Selby
Seth & Susan Walworth
Linda L. Warnekos
Ms. Wendy Warren
Forrest Warren
John F. Watkins
Sam & Lois Watkins
Ms. Barbara Weeks
Jeff & Debbie Weigand
Daniel A. Weiss
Mr. & Mrs. Abe Weiss
Mrs. George H. Westley
Jileen Westbrook & Rick Roberts
Ms. Judith S. Whiting
Ms. Gretchen M. Wiegman
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Willett
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis E. Williams
Ms. Nancy Yamada
Mr. & Mrs. John Yingling
Ms. Emily Young
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Youngson
Ms. Sinath Yu
Kathy Yun, RN
Kari & Anthony Zolaliak
Mr. Matthew J. Zoolakis
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Alexander, Jr.
Mr. & Mrs. H. John Yingling
Ms. Emily Young
Mr. & Mrs. John C. Youngson
Ms. Sinath Yu
Kathy Yun, RN
Kari & Anthony Zolaliak
Mr. Matthew J. Zoolakis
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Alexander, Jr.
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Helen Birmingham
Ms. Ruth M. Norton

Larry A. Bivens, Sr.
Mr. Paul E. Bivens

Wanda Black
Ms. Rheubena Jackson

Helene Blackman
Ms. Joanne Hensiek

Bogust Extended Family
Mr. Jeffrey Bogust &
Mr. Henry J. Bogust

Lee & Melba Bohannon
Anonymous

Frances Booth
Mrs. Alexander Avola

Carol Bowies
Ms. Bromwyn Starr

Ofelia Bretado
Dr. David & Sucey Stevenson

Charles S. Broberg, MD
The Gillette Family
Ms. Carmen J. Hastyorena
Mrs. Ginny Wetzel

W. J. Brown
Mrs. Betty Brown

Stanley Brozek
Mrs. Stanley Brozek

Frank N. Brundige
Mrs. Patricia A. Brundige

Paris R. Burden
Anonymous

Deidra Burton
Ms. Louise I. Bartholomew

Immgard Calhoun
Ms. Krystal N. Hamner

Stuart Jay Carlisle
Mrs. Lilly C. Carlisle

Sharon S. Casey
Mr. Gordon Schneider

Katharine M. Cashman
Dr. Susan Cashman
Ms. Martha E. Pilliard

Evelyn Caufield
Shirlee Chadwell-Ellfman

Jeani Chalmers
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth D. Smith

Clla Chapman
Ms. Margaret M. Chapman

Suzanne (Susie) Chaput
Ms. Lou-Ann Guarna

Wei Chen
Ms. Monique Chan

Ida D. Childress
Ms. Lorene R. Perry-Butler

Jerome Fairbanks Clark
Mrs. Jerry F. Clark

Josephine M. Coleman
Darlene C. Duncan-Antonini, PhD

Mary F. Coronado
Ms. Jocelyn Jurado

William J. Cullinan, Sr.
Mrs. Clarine Cullinan

Barbara Cunliffe
Mr. & Mrs. Alan Wayte

The D’Aiello Family
Mr. & Mrs. David Sandoval

Elizabeth Haight Davidson
Rita Coulter

Raymond (Buzz) Davis
Weta & Allen Mathies

Lawrence Day
Georgia-Lee Mon

Owen (Wink) Day
Shirlee Chadwell-Ellfman

Robert M. De Leonardi
Mrs. Marcella De Leonardi

Rudolph S. Dien
Ms. Marie J. Huntoon

Earth A. (Dolly) Dmowski
Mr. & Mrs. Charles A. Garrett

Freddy Don
Ms. Kim I. Surl

Donna
Mr. Clifford R. Chambers

Betty Doty
Ms. Nancy C. Bohte

Evelyn Doviat
Mr. Keith Borkman & Ms. Joan M. Davis
Mr. Richard A. Endo
Ms. Joan C. Hillard
Ms.erry Keith
Ms. Margaret R. Manatt
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Olson
Temple City Sister City Association
Ms. Lynn Young

Zip Dranchak
Ms. Jana Smith

Marla Pilarcho Echeverria
Mr. & Mrs. Jean L. Indart

John R. Eckman
Alice R. Eckman
Mr. Maurice H. Kent

George D. Edwards
Mr. John A. Volpreda

Carrie Elias
Laura Dutt & Douglas Marsh &
their dog, Sophie
Mr. & Mrs. Dennis Harris
Ms. Jana Smith

Joseph L. Emanuel
Ms. Jacqueline Bruno
Mr. Roberto Bruno
Ms. Rae Ann M. Caputo
Mr. & Mrs. Dean Hefner
Mr. & Mrs. William Kreuz

Helen Evans
Mr. Wade D. Evans

Jenny B. Farnham
Lucy & Gene Kunzman

Naomi S. Farr
Mr. Douglas Farr

Martin A. Flynn, MD
Michael Flynn
Ms. Leslie Kite

Charlie Foglia
Ms. Leota F. McNall

Clarence Fong
Mr. & Mrs. Kenneth Jung

Ruby Foster
Mr. & Mrs. Victor L. Talbert

Ernesto Frescas, Sr.
Ms. Guadalupe Frescas

Donald Freshwater, MD
Mrs. Caryl L. Johnson

Cynthia Friedman
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond Friedman
Mr. Roger Friedman

Tona Fuentes
Dr. David & Sucey Stevenson

Kimiye Fujimoto
Mr. Ryan M. Chow
Ms. Sharym Chow

Fred Fukutaki
Robert & Mae Uchida
Ms. Maniko Ueunten

Harold (Bud) Gallagher
Mrs. L. Eva Gallagher

Edward T. Garcia
Ms. Dolores P. Garcia

Helen Gepfert
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Hemmings

Rocco Girillo
Ms. Mary A. Girillo

Ana E. Gomez
Mr. Franklin E. Gomez

Franklin R. Gomez
Mr. Franklin E. Gomez

Leno May Gordon
Mary Belle Wright

Richard E. Grace
Mrs. Karen J. Grace

Charles K. Grimm
Ms. Ramona Grimm

Joe Guzzetta
Carole & Warren Greene

Charles E. Hamann
Ms. Pauline A. Hamann

Doreen Hambleton
Shirlee Chadwell-Ellfman

Helen J. Hancock
Dean & Judy Pruitt

Marvin K. Hand
Mrs. Judith C. Trowbridge

Alice Harding
Shirlee Chadwell-Ellfman

Joan T. Haskell
Rary Simmons

William Haupt, Jr.
Mrs. Cecelia Haupt

Julia Heard
Dean & Judy Pruitt

Ronald Lee Hedlund
Mr. & Mrs. Donald C. Dewey
Margot & Mitch Milias

Alice Hines
Ms. Nancy C. Bohle

Margaret H. Hinkle
Mr. Donald R. Hinkley

George S. Hjelte
Dorothy Hjelte Meyer
Ada Clarke Watson

Phylis Hjelte
Ada Clarke Watson

Gail Hodgdon
Mr. Donald P. Hodgdon

Sheila M. Hogan, RN
Ms. Mary-Jo Wynne

Pansey F. Hooks
Ms. Rosemary Hooks

John C. Hoover
Mrs. John C. Hoover

Pamela Hoover
Mrs. John C. Hoover

John C. Hower
Mr. Albert Faccinto, Jr.

Blanche Howitt
Ms. Ann Howitt

Bill Hudson
Ms. Pearl S. Hudson

Ella M. Huff
Mr. Harold D. Huff

Christine Iksanian
Ms. Della L. Brosnan

Prince Michael Joseph Jackson
Ms. Rodlyn Y. Kelly

Ambrose & Mary Janes
Ms. Jeanie Bushra

Skip Johnson
Mr. & Mrs. Stephen L. Slakey

Berkeley Johnston
Shirlee Chadwell-Ellfman

Ruth Joos
Mrs. Amos W. Rutt
Beatrice Jue
Roy & Daisy Chan
Mrs. Suelin J. Lee

Hopper Jump
Mr. John B. Disney

William Jung
Mr. John Chu
Mr. & Mrs. Allen J. Seto

Ruth Kaufmann
Mr. & Mrs. George E. Toriello

Tommy Kenyon, Jr.
Mr. Thomas Kenyon

William F. Kerfoot
Mrs. Norma Kerfoot

Anna Win Kho
Friends of Anna Win Kho
Elizabeth & Jimmy Kho
Kathy & Michael Kho
Millie & Richard Kho
Mr. William Kho
Mabel & Frankie Lee
Lillian & Raymond Ngaw
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas Shu

Arline Klein
Mr. & Mrs. Michael W. Sharpe

Barbara Koch
Robert F. Koch

Charles H. Koch
Ms. Nancy K. Chulay

Emily H. Kooken
Ms. Helga B. Buss
Rita Coulter
Mr. & Mrs. William S. Davila
Mr. & Mrs. Edmond R. Davis
Mr. & Mrs. Steve Domier
Barbara & Bill Klove
Mr. & Mrs. Irving Marjot
Weta & Allen Mathes
Mr. & Mrs. Charles E. Miller
Jeanie & Peter Price
Mr. Richard P. Shooshan
Rary Simmons

John F. Kooken
Mr. & Mrs. William S. Davila
Diane E. Kooken Mechaley &
Kurt Mechaley
Jeanie & Peter Price

Virginia Krueger
Ms. Paula L. Krueger

Edward E. Kunzman
Lucy & Gene Kunzman

Glen Kunzman
Lucy & Gene Kunzman

Dr. Owen Kwong
Roy & Daisy Chan

Kathryn La Rocque
Mrs. Patricia R. Konold

Norm Lamoreaux
Ms. Joan M. Lamoreaux

Anthony Landau
Mrs. Evelyn Landau

Charles F. Langmade, MD
Ada Clarke Watson

Dr. Fred Lieb
Ms. Nancy C. Bohte

John Lincoln
Mr. Jack C. Willis

Jane Queen Applegarth Lindgren
Mr. Richard B. Lindgren
Roe A. Maurer
Wendy & John Siciliano

Dorothy Lindsey
Mrs. Eva Goetz

Brandock Lovely
Latham & Watkins LLP

George Lowe
Dr. David & Succy Stevenson

Jane Felger Lukes
Mr. Richard R. Lukes, Jr.

Normand Lussier
Mr. Pascal Pelletier

Dan Lynch
Mrs. Maxine L. Lynch

Steven Maljian
Mr. & Mrs. Perry A. Maljian

Bedros Mankarian
Ms. Iskouhi B. Mankarian

Glen Mansfield
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Mansfield

Katie Lattin Marsh
Rita Coulter

Irma Marshall
Ms. Barbara Thomas

Carlos E. Martinez
Dr. David & Succy Stevenson

Quetia Martinez
Dr. David & Succy Stevenson

Laura Mass
Dr. David & Succy Stevenson

Barbara Matson
Mr. Evan W. Brown

Robert Maurer
Ms. Sara F. Maurer

Arlele Hill Mazdzer
Lucy & Gene Kunzman

Richard T. & Anna L. McAllister
Mr. Richard M. McAllister

Dr. & Mrs. E.P. McLaughlin
Mr. Patrick M. McLaughlin

Taija Raeshun McWorthor
Ms. Ethel L. Betancourt

James L. Meadows
Mrs. Christine Meadows

Nat Mendoza
Mr. Robert Medina

Pedro Menjivar
Mrs. Rosa Menjivar

Arthur W. Middleton
Mrs. Judith C. Trowbridge

Jesucita Mijares
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon M. deLeng

Mike
Mr. Richard M. McAllister

Frida Ann Miller
Mr. & Mrs. Robert E. Miller

Linda Lou Miller
Mr. Clark H. Miller

Heather Stonehouse Milligan
Robert & Elizabeth Krug

Gregorio & Marta Moises
Ms. Rosario Reyes

Rosalina Montenegro
Ms. Lizzetta Estrada

Patricia (Patsy) Montgomery
Ms. Margaret Mahannah

Nicholas Montoya
Mr. Phil J. Montoya

Debra Mae-Ann Lapp Moore
William & Lynda Lapp

Mary Moore
Mr. & Mrs. Rick A. Moore

John H. Moran
Charles & Lorene Moran

Marguerite Morris
The Honorable Judson W. Morris Jr.

Bill Morse
Ms. Joan S. Grimes

George L. Mulfinger, MD
Mr. Chandler Thomas &
Ms. Susan S. Ballantyne-Thomas

David Munoz
Mr. David F. Munoz

Louise Nicolas
Mr. & Mrs. Ferdinand J. Soulainlle

Joan Norton
Shirlee Chadwell-Eltman
Rita Coulter

James F. Olive
Mr. Ronald O. Olive

Francisco Ornelas
Ms. Rosa M. Gonzales-Ornelas

Joy K. Otte
Ms. Ann C. Hatcher

Las Primas del Campo

Mayumi (May) M. Oyakawa
Mr. Evan K. Oyakawa

Donac Pacini
Ms. Ofelia Garcia

Marcella Pacini
Mr. & Mrs. Donald C. Agnew

Morton Pinsky, MD
Mrs. Linda N. Massey
Ms. Wendy Warren

Edward (Ed) J. Pittrow
The Friend Family Trust
Mr. & Mrs. Bob Hemmings
Ms. Lorraine Pittrow

Julia O’Grady Pollard
Mrs. Charles J. Detoy

Carolyn L. Poore
Mr. James H. Poore

Joyce G. Powell
Anonymous
Mr. Avice (Happy) C. Downey &
Ms. Susan D. Williams
Lucile McVey Dunn
Ann Edmonston
ExxonMobil Upstream Research
Mrs. Robert Lansford
Las Jardineras Garden Club
Mrs. Howard E. Martens
George-Lee Man
Mr. & Mrs. Lawrence J. O’Brien
Mr. David O. Powell
Ms. Nancy S. Powell
Mrs. Richard K. Rosskopf
Mr. & Mrs. Harold Stearn
Mrs. Mildred Vader Hoeven
Mrs. Jack K. Washburn

Howard Price
Mr. Walter A. Green

Charles F. Prickett III, MD
Ms. Lisa Kenyon

H. Brian Proctor
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Proctor

Hershel C. Ramsey
Mrs. Herschel L. Ramsey

Dorothy Redday
Mr. & Mrs. Ronald C. Redday

Jane Reining
Mr. Don Reining

Pamjenio Reyes
Mrs. Mary L. Reyes

John J. Rivera
Mrs. John Rivera

Nelson Rodriguez
Mr. Edgar O. Rodriguez

Charles Lightwood Rogers
Anonymous
Mr. & Mrs. Steven C. Bayard
Ms. Susan Booth
Mr. & Mrs. John A. Burton
Rita Coulter
Mr. & Mrs. Edmond R. Davis
Lucile McVey Dunn
Janet & Ralph Erickson
Mr. & Mrs. Donald E. Fickas
Ms. Ernestine A. Gianelly
Mrs. Harold B. Hadfield
Hal & Marguerite Hennacy
Latham & Watkins LLP
Mr. & Mrs. Delford B. McGee
Mr. & Mrs. Jack McQueen
Mr. & Mrs. John E. Michel
Mr. James W. Minges & Ms. Ursula H. Hyman
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas C. Porteous
Ms. Deborah Scalfi
Mr. Robert F. Shryock
Rary Simmons
Mr. & Mrs. Emmett A. Tompkins, Jr.
Ms. Cordelia Wong

Mike & Chuck Rogers
Ms. Karen Rogers

Stanford S. Rollins
Marie M. Rollins

Phoenici Ropp
Ms. Jana Smith

LaTrue G. Rosenberger
Lucy & Gene Kunzman
M.D. Rosenberger, MD  
Lucy & Gene Kunzman

Phyllis L. Ruff  
Norman Ruff

Peter J. Runje  
Mrs. Alyce A. Doney  
The Markus Family

Juan Saavedra  
Ms. Norma Saavedra

Lutgarda Sabihon  
Mr. Tanny C. Sabihon

Josie Salazar  
Anonymous

Sandra Salgado  
Mr. David H. Salgado

Janet Ann Sanders  
Mr. & Mrs. Vernon C. Sanders

Donald F. Sansom  
Ms. Julita R. Sansom

Judí Savala  
Ms. Ofélia Garcia

Lee T. Schlesinger  
Mrs. Cecilia Schlesinger

Helen A. Scott  
Mr. & Mrs. William L. Donnelly  
Dorothy C. Hoffman  
Mr. & Mrs. Buck Jones  
Dottie & Dennis Juett  
Ms. Mary J. Kirtland  
Mr. & Mrs. Terrence M. Ryan

John Seaborn  
Mrs. Nancy D. Tookey

Roland Seidler  
Mrs. Terry Seidler

Timothy L. Selinske  
Anonymous  
Mrs. Timothy L. Selinske

Ray Sharkey  
Ms. Brenda A. Felicione

Walter Shatford II  
Mrs. Sara Shatford

Walter T. Shatford III  
Mrs. Sara Shatford

Jesse R. Shaw  
Mrs. Elizabeth Shaw

Brayden S. Sholtz  
Mr. & Mrs. Erick Sholtz

Lois Shotlow  
Freddie Shotlow

Milton E. Shriver  
Mr. Mark R. Sherwin &  
Ms. Lisbeth Feldberg-Sherwin

Franklin H. Simmons  
Mr. & Mrs. P. Jack Liebau

Lula Bell Simpkins  
Ms. Vanessa Grant

Lucy Smith  
Mr. Steven Smith

Delores Spera  
Carole & Warren Greene

Zeus Staley  
Ms. Jana Smith

Valentine Stewart  
Mr. & Mrs. Ellis Koch

Ivan L. Stone, Jr.  
Mrs. Ivan L. Stone, Jr.

William J. Struble  
Shirley P. Struble

Alex Supple  
Mrs. Pelletier H. Supple

Caron Supple  
Mrs. Pelletier H. Supple

Pelletier H. Supple  
Mrs. Pelletier H. Supple

Martha Surber  
Ms. Lydia O. Licano

Patricia Sutton  
Ms. Sherlyn L. Stafford

N德拉 Swasey  
Ms. Dorothy J. Shipley

Kari Tarasoff  
Ms. Tami R. Hernandez

The Tomasulo Family  
Mr. & Mrs. Rowland H. Lew

Frank A. Thomas  
The Braun Family  
Patricia Thomas

Concepcion & Francisco Torres  
Ms. Concepcion T. Miguel

Edward S. Torres  
Mrs. Lucy A. Torres

Mary S. Trawick  
Shirlee Chadwell-Elftman  
Harry & Patricia Tom Mar

David G. Troncoso  
Mr. & Mrs. Hugo Troncoso

Phyllis Tuck  
Mr. & Mrs. Norman C. Miller  
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry Niemeyer  
Bill Reeder

Mary Ann Vaccia-Koehler  
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Whiffen, Jr.

Robert W. Van Tuyle  
Nancy L. Van Tuyle

Francisco Vergara  
Ms. Leticia Montes

Vivian Wallace Vickers  
Mr. Ernest Vickers

Laureen Sue Vila  
Richard & Michelle Chino & Family

Abe Weiss  
Mrs. Rose Weiss

Wendy  
Anonymous

Dorothy Werner  
Mr. Thomas K. Daley

Beth Whitaker  
Ms. Susan B. Whitaker

Judah D. White, JD, MD  
Ms. Martha White

Marguerite J. White  
Anonymous

Judith Wilander  
Mr. & Mrs. Paul C. Kaiser

Hugh Wilson  
Mr. & Mrs. William W. Gustafson

Kenneth Brown Wilson, Jr.  
Mr. & Mrs. David E. Grimes

Chin Wong  
The Wong Family

Jerry Tang Wong  
Roy & Daisy Chan

Sammy Wong  
Mr. Alan Wong & Ms. Sue P. Chan

Theodore A. Woolsey  
Stacy M. & Stuart C. Miller

Carolyn Wormely  
Ms. Linda P. Wormely

Kazuo & Yoshiko Yamamoto  
Mr. & Mrs. Gary S. Watanebe

Jean Mary Yancey  
Ms. Bette T. Torti

Sylvia Yip  
Mr. David Anzai

Wesley Young  
Lucy & Gene Kunzman

Audifaz Yparraguirre  
Ms. Julieta Y. Cabigas

Dominick Zenzola  
Ms. Conjetta T. Zenzola

Melina K. Zoolakis  
Manilyn Austin

Mr. & Mrs. Frank Gong  
Gene H. Novak  
Ms. Marsha R. Stanton  
Kari & Anthony Zoolakis  
Mr. & Mrs. John Zoolakis  
Mr. Matthew J. Zoolakis  
& Dr. Julie Zoolakis

IN HONOR OF

Acute Rehabilitation Unit Personnel  
Vittorio & Margaret Maccaferri

Ebeneezer Ajileore  
Ms. Nancy J. Douglas

Altadena Guild of  
Huntington Memorial Hospital  
Mrs. Charlotte B. Packard

Roy Antelyes, MD  
Mr. & Mrs. Harrison Dossick

Steven H. Applebaum, MD  
Ms. Fumiko Humberd

Ava K. Arkader  
Mr. & Mrs. Abdul Rafeek

Bertha E. Arroyo  
Mr. Ezequiel Arroyo

Eugene T. Balsdridge, MD  
Nona E. Edelen

Daryl Banta, MD  
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce H. Amesbury  
Mr. & Mrs. Bo G. Pettersson

Lewis Walter Barker  
Ms. Arline P. Johnston

Linda Barker  
Mr. Peter Braun

Sierra Barnes-Shea  
Mr. Richard N. Barnes

Trevor & Annie Boreham  
Mr. James F. Boreham

Amy Bowman  
Mr. Angel P. Unamuno*  

Jack Brickson  
John & Elizabeth Taylor

Cafeteria Personnel  
Vittorio & Margaret Maccaferri

Cardiac Rehabilitation Personnel  
Anonymous  
Gordon & Joan Higbee

Tara L. Carlson  
Mr. & Ms. Daryl E. Ek  
Ms. Beverly Shears

William L. Caton, MD  
Vittorio & Margaret Maccaferri

Jackie Chipot  
Vittorio & Margaret Maccaferri

Biscuit Christ  
Mrs. Naomi E. Parker

LeRoy & Doris Christensen  
Rary Simmons

Betty Chu  
Mr. & Mrs. Charles Chu

Mays Chua  
Diane & Robert Coyer  
Huntington Radiation Oncology  
Medical Group

Jack Cochran  
Ms. Carla Bloemendaal

Robbin G. Cohen, MD  
Ms. Fumiko Humberd

Rose McKercher Collins  
Mr. Kevin S. Collins

Mary Katherine Coquillard  
Mr. & Mrs. John H. Brinsley

Critical Care Unit Personnel  
Vittorio & Margaret Maccaferri

Lynn De Groot & Donald Voss  
Andrea Nagata

Albert De Ponte  
Ms. Carla Bloemendaal

Definitive Observation Unit Personnel  
Vittorio & Margaret Maccaferri

James DeLong  
Mr. Wayne R. Wailer

Sarah Orth Desmond  
Mr. & Mrs. Donald Orth
John L. Easthope, MD
Begoña & Candida Echeverria
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

Alice D. Edelen
Nona E. Edelen

W. Allan Edmiston, MD
Mr. Robert L. Aronoff

Kelly Emmer
Mrs. Vincent W. Heublein

Epilepsy & Brain Mapping Personnel
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

Emergency Department Personnel
Mr. Arthur S. Flores
Ms. Bertie N. Holty

Andres Estrada
Ms. Lizzeta Estrada

Hobie Feinblatt
Ms. Fumiko Humbard

igor Fineman, MD
Mr. Antonio Hernandez

Patricia Ann Freeman
Ms. Alicia Mercado

Patricia Garcia
Anonymous

Donald J. Gaspard, MD
Dr. & Mrs. David J. Dahl
Ms. Virginia M. Hawkins
Dottie & Dennis Juett

Paul K. Gilbert, MD
Mrs. June D. Dooley

John F. Goeders
IMA Consulting

Robert T. Goldwebber, MD
Mr. & Mrs. Paul DeJoseph

Michael J. Gurevitch, MD
Ms. Nancy J. Douglas
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli
Mr. & Mrs. Bo G. Pettersson

Phillip Gustin
Ms. Dana L. Davis

Heather Haaga
Mrs. Patricia M. Aho
Deborah & Schuyler Hollingsworth

Margaret Hadfield
Lucie McVey Dunn

Christopher Hedley, MD
Ms. Pauline Bauer

Mary Henry
Mr. Joseph D. Henry

Stephen D. Henry
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce H. Amesbury

Simon Huber
Mr. Matthias Huber

Huntington Hospital Maternity Department
Mr. & Mrs. James D. Buser

Intensive Care Unit Personnel
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

Tina Ivie
Ms. Ellen Leggett

Barbara R. Jackson
Ms. Penelope P. Brocksen
Mr. & Mrs. Kirk Nishiyama
Mr. & Mrs. James J. Siple
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel L. Stewart

William T. Johnson
Ms. Taji Chiu

Kim Lin Jung
George Q. Jung, MD & Ms. Judy Ann Wong

George Q. Jung, MD
Ms. Fumiko Humbard

Tucker Kaiser
Mr. Louis M. Montini* 
Ms. Diane Vizziano

Mary Katz
Ms. Gloria Armstrong

Sandy Keller
Mr. Andre Boghossian
Ms. Colleen Cruz-Sartinsky

Mark Kidon, MD
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

Kenneth Lam, MD
Diane & Robert Coyer
Mr. & Mrs. Stova Wong

Jared Larner
Mr. & Mrs. Douglas J. Larner

Shirley Lee
Michael & Ellen Linsey

Harvey Lenkin
Mr. & Mrs. Geoffrey T. Dunbar

Shirley & Eugene Levitt
Mr. & Mrs. Harris Barer

Ricardo L. Liberman, MD
Marilyn Austin
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Gong
Gene H. Novak
Ms. Marsha R. Stanton
Mr. & Mrs. John Zoolakis
Kari & Anthony Zoolakis

David J. Lourie, MD
Ms. Allison R. Bunjac

Adela Lozano
Ms. Alicia M. Lozano

Taylor MacDonald
Ms. Virginia M. MacDonald

Paul D. Maher, MD
Mr. & Mrs. Bo G. Pettersson

David Man, MD
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce H. Amesbury
Mrs. Allison R. Bunjac

Marina Manvelyan, MD
Dr. & Mrs. Gregory Kebabjian
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

Xavier Raphael Marquez
Mr. & Mrs. Mario L. Marquez

David R. Martin
Mr. & Mrs. Bo G. Pettersson

Allen W. Mathies, Jr., MD
Rary Simmons

Robbie Matthiesen & Family
Mr. & Mrs. Franklyn B. Amos

Janet Mayeda
Mr. & Mrs. Henry S. Mayeda

Yenie Meza
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry J. Vasquez

Dr. Haig Minassian
Ms. Anne P. Beaty

Yafa Minazad, MD
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

John J. Moffitt
Ms. Ann Patterson

Michele M. Montillor, MD
Nona E. Edelen

Ann Moore
Mr. & Mrs. Bruce H. Amesbury

Marilynn W. Moore, MD
Nona E. Edelen

Karen Morgan, MD
Mr. Robert L. Aronoff

Nelli Naima, MD
Ms. Roberta W. Jones

Neonatal Department Personnel
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Kamins
Mr. & Mrs. Jerry J. Vasquez

Cornelia O’Dell, MD
Mrs. Allison R. Bunjac

Office of Philanthropy Personnel
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

Arbi Ohanian, MD
George Q. Jung, MD & Ms. Judy Ann Wong

Joseph Pachorek, MD
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

Jessica Padilla
Mr. & Mrs. John M. Halowell, Sr.

Larry Padilla
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

Amy Pang
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

Patrick Plunkett, MD
Mr. Ryan Molina

Frances J. Powell, EdD
Ms. Mary L. Valencia

Wes J. Powell, MD
Nona E. Edelen

Sylvia Preciado, MD
Ms. Nancy J. Douglas

Loli Queic
Ms. Irene Boots
Ms. Joanna E. Harlan

Stephen A. Ralph
Anonymous

Mayer Rashian, MD
Mrs. Marcella DeLeonardis

Rehabilitaiton Services
Reception Personnel
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

Charles Resnick, MD
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

David Rhodes, MD
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

Stephen K. Riffenburgh, MD
Mr. Robert L. Aronoff

Dutchess Rose
Ms. Alice Varbedian

Michelle Rose
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

Mary Roseen
Ms. Sara A. Ryan

Ian Ross, MD
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

Jim & Anne Rothenberg
Mr. & Mrs. John Van de Kamp

Rick Rubin, MD
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

The Rubio Family
Mr. & Mrs. Frank Rubio

Craig Ryan
Herbert W. Dover

Quincy Ryan
Ms. Loren A. Tripp

Ben Sanders
Mr. & Mrs. Benjamin A. Sanders

Sue Schinke
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

Sean’s Graduation
Mr. Jack Farbein

Elias & Souda Shammas
Mr. Nassif Shammas

Charles F. Sharp, Jr., MD
T. June & Simon K.C. Li

Jeannie Shen, MD
Ms. Fumiko Humbard

Kimberly A. Shrinier, MD
Richard R. & Alison Bryan Crowell

Robert Slew, MD
Vittorio & Margaret Maccarelli

Cheryl Simmons
Mrs. R. E. Simmons

Rosemary B. Simmons
Iris & Robert Robin
Tracy & Frank Simmons
Dr. Tim & Annie Siu  
Valerie K. Siu

Valerie Siu, RN  
Tim K. Siu, MD & Annie Chin Siu, DDS

The Skeelinks  
Dr. David & Sucy Stevenson

Desteni Smith  
Ms. Deborah J. Smith

Dr. & Mrs. David Stevenson  
Julia P. Bailey, MD

Joseph Stockett  
Ms. Patricia J. Johnston

Richard T. Stone, MD  
Mrs. Allison R. Bunjac

Monica Sullivan  
Vittorio & Margaret Maccaferri

Jeri Sutherland, RN  
Dennis & Susi Gertmenian

John Takamura  
Vittorio & Margaret Maccaferri

George Tang, MD  
Vittorio & Margaret Maccaferri

Carol J. Thrun, MD  
Mr. Robert L. Aronoff

Claire T. Tilem, MD  
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel Heller  
Mr. & Mrs. Bis G. Pettersson

Christopher Tiner, MD  
Mr. Antranik Ghazarian  
Mr. John H. Plimpton

Nicholas Tschoegl  
Accredited Nursing Services

Todd R. Turner  
Lynn K. Hiura

Arvid E. Underman, MD  
Arnold & Ruth Carlson

Bob Van Karnes  
Mrs. Jane Grube

Kathy Vardoulis  
Ms. Linda Brownridge &  
Mr. Edward Mulvaney

Paula Verrette, MD  
Dr. & Mrs. J.F. Casillas

Robin Waldvogel, MD  
Vittorio & Margaret Maccaferri

Lachlan Webby  
Ms. Christine Webby

Cleo Williams, MD  
Mrs. Marcelia DeLeonardis

Ruth C. Williamson, MD  
Fenton & Joyce Cross  
Ms. Fumiko Humberd  
Ms. Ellen Leggett

Lori J. Wynstock, MD  
Christine McCarthy & Michael McCormick

Alisa Yang, MD  
Ms. Jennie Calzada

The Nellie Yee Family  
Ms. Nellie L. Yee

Devin Zapata  
Ms. Deyner P. Zapata

Joan Arboles Zapata  
Ms. Alejandra A. Zapata

Yoshiko Zeimen  
Ms. Ellen Leggett

GUILDS AND SUPPORT GROUPS  
Alhambra Guild of  
Huntington Memorial Hospital  
The Circle of  
Huntington Memorial Hospital  
Huntington Memorial Hospital  
H.E.A.R.T. (Heart Education Association for Rehabilitation & Treatment)

FPC Food & Wine Festival Committee  
Flintridge La Cañada Guild of  
Huntington Memorial Hospital  
National Charity League Juniors of San Marino  
San Marino Guild of Huntington Memorial Hospital  
Huntington Memorial Hospital SCRUBS  
Women’s Auxiliary of Huntington Memorial Hospital

FOUNDATIONS AND TRUSTS  
Anonymous  
The Ahmanson Foundation  
The Kathryn Beynon Foundation  
The Olis Booth, Jr. Foundation  
Ethereal Wilson Bowles & Robert Bowles Memorial Fund  
The Edmund A. & Marguerite L.A. Burke Foundation  
California Community Foundation  
The Capital Group Companies Charitable Foundation  
Chapman & Associates Charitable Foundation  
Eleven Twenty Seven Foundation  
Fidelity Investments Charitable Gift Fund  
Forest Lawn Foundation  
Lawrence L. Frank Foundation  
The Georgina-Fredrick Children’s Foundation  
Good Hope Medical Foundation  
The John & Katherine Gurash Foundation  
Harry Bronson & Edith R. Knapp Foundation  
National Health Foundation  
Northern Trust  
Charitable Giving Program  
Pasadena City College Foundation  
Pasadena Community Foundation  
Pasadena Respiratory Health Foundation  
Patat Kates Foundation, Inc.  
Rotary Club of Pasadena Foundation  
Schwab Charitable Fund  
John Stauffer Charitable Trust  
Unileaf Healthcare Foundation  
Vanguard Charitable Endowment Program  
Western Asset Management Company Charitable Foundation  
The Carl E. Wynn Foundation

CORPORATIONS  
Accredited Nursing Services  
Ammon Condenser Tower  
Asanti Fine Jewellers  
Jennifer Bevan, Inc.  
Bronco, Ltd.

California Institute for Health Systems Performance  
Cameron Murphy & Spangler, Inc.  
Mel Cohen Insurance Services  
Crowell Weedon & Company, Inc.  
Paul DeJoseph Management Co.  
Deutsche Bank  
Give With Liberty  
GivingExpress Program from American Express  
Global Sulfur Systems, Inc.  
Guadalupe Wedding Chapel  
R.A. Hillman Enterprises  
Hollingsworth & Vose Company  
Human Designers Prosthetic & Orthotic Laboratories  
Huntington Geriatric Medical Group, Inc.  
Huntington Radiation Oncology  
Medical Group  
Hygeia LTC Pharmacy  
Iglesia La Senda Antigua  
Ikaria  
Indian Hill Management, Inc.  
John Hancock Financial Services, Inc.  
Johnson & Johnson Family of Companies  
Law, Brandmeyer & Packer, LLP  
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John F. Hotchikis, Jr.  
Mr. & Mrs. Kelly Johnson  
Katherine & Paul Johnson  
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Debbie & Thomas Mitchell  
Mr. & Mrs. Alfred W. Moredecai  
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Tony & Mabell Paine  
The Robin Alexander Sateriale Foundation  
Kristin & Tim Smith  
Mr. & Mrs. Charlie Smith  
Mr. & Mrs. Stender E. Sweeney II  
Dr. & Mrs. Raymond S. Yen

ORGANIZATIONS  
Edison International  
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Faith Lutheran Church  
Pasadena Jewish Temple Sisterhood  
The United States Department of Health and Human Services  
United Way of Greater Los Angeles  
Wells Fargo  
Community Support Campaign
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Anonymous  
Susan I. Avery Estate  
Sydney L. Berg Trust  
Kathleen Christie Testamentary Trust  
Samuel H. Clinedinst Trust  
Elizabeth Donno Estate  
Charles S. Hale and Carmen D. Hale Estate  
Helen J. Hancock Estate  
William H. Harding Foundation  
Elisabeth Katte Harris Estate  
Beulah Hazelip Estate  
L. Boyd Higgins Estate  
Ida C. Jackson Estate  
John Stauffer Charitable Trust  
Rosamund and Gerard LeBeau Estate  
Elise Mudd Marvin Estate  
Jane Peck Messler Estate  
Jeanette Miller Estate  
Freda & Carl Noman Rev. Trust  
William L. & Clara L. Schulz Memorial Fund
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Dear friends:

As a nonprofit, community-based medical provider, Huntington Memorial Hospital has an abiding commitment to providing high-quality medical care for members of our community. This responsibility extends not only to our current patients, but also to San Gabriel Valley residents for generations to come.

It is with a view both to the present and to the future that the leadership of Huntington Hospital is laser-focused on excellence.

After all, research demonstrates that high-quality medical care is both effective and efficient: Providing patient-centered, outcomes-focused care not only promotes good health; it also ensures the sustainability of our shared community resource. And so, from both a patient perspective and from a business perspective, excellence makes sense.

Achieving and safeguarding excellence requires unwavering stewardship from hospital staff and leadership. And it is founded on the deeply symbiotic relationship between the hospital and its community. Today, your help is essential to continue our lifesaving work.

I urge you to become a part of the excellence: Join me in supporting Huntington Hospital today.

Thank you.

James F. Rothenberg  
Chairman of the Board
A life saved…
an illness cured…
an injury mended…
a new member of the family welcomed into the world.

Every day at Huntington Memorial Hospital,
generous donors make a meaningful difference.

*Will you choose to make a difference today?*
Our vision | To become the finest community-based regional medical center in Southern California.
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